History and Art Walks in Central Okayama City

在岡山市區漫遊歷史與藝術

With Okayama Castle at its core, Central Okayama City has prospered for centuries. Take a refreshing stroll through beautifully configured Japanese gardens and touch Japanese culture at the museum for a truly unique and fulfilling experience.

自从岡山城，岡山市區中心，當地歷史悠久。漫步在精美的日本庭園，感受在博物館中觸摸日本文化，體驗真正的確室。
Popular Foods and Souvenirs from Okayama

Okayama is one of Japan’s leading fruit-producing prefectures. Parfaits, made with sweet fresh fruit, are one of many popular sweets dishes.

**Fruit Parfait**

Parfaits made with fresh Okayama fruit can be found all over Okayama City.

**Fruit Picking**

Enjoy picking a wide variety of fruits in Okayama, the Fruit Parfait City.

*Left: Local sake*

Thanks to its mild climate, Okayama is prime territory for rice production, which is used to create sake. Tofore is a sake that is made using a wide range of ingredients from Okayama.

*Right: Local beer*

The poetic style of sake that Okayama provides has been maintained since the days of feudal lords. Okayama’s unique Namazake has been selected in the top five of the National Sake Makers’ Association competition for eight consecutive years since 2009.

**Okayama Souvenirs**

Take home your very own package of fresh Okayama fruits. "Niigata" brand saké, coated with fresh Okayama rice, is bottled in the stylish Japanese paper "Mizuhiki", or "tied water" Japanese folding.

**Shopping & Gourmet Dining**

The area around Okayama city center features a number of commercial establishments including department stores, shopping malls, and a wide variety of specialty stores, making the area an ideal shopping district. Okayama offers diverse gourmet options, ranging from local specialties to international cuisine, and feels at home in various hospitality formats.

Varying seasonal dishes from both local and renowned chefs in Okayama are available to enjoy in Okayama City.
Enjoy Beautiful Scenery
Where Contemporary Art Meets Traditional Beauty

盡享現代藝術與傳統之美景

Enjoy the contemporary art scattered across the island, or take in the refreshing natural landscape spreading across the peaceful Kibou countryside.

喜歡現代藝術的散落在島上，或享受自然景色，散落在平和的吉負郊區。

Kibou Island

A peaceful rural area famous for its scenery.

Kibou Island is a peaceful rural area famous for its scenery. The area is known for its beautiful beaches, temples, and traditional crafts.
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